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Hamp's Singer

FAST YELLOW JACKET
TEAM DEFEATS TIGER
QUINT; 5H3 IS SCORE
Jones of Tech Stars As Tiger Cagers Go Down In
One-Sided Game

Both Basketball and University of Georgia Boxing
Match to Feature

31-5 AT HALF
FIRST DOUBLE-HEADER
The University of Georgia boxing and basketball teams will
meet the Tiger squads here Saturday night at 7:30 in the field
house.
The double-header will open
with the annual clash between
the two quintets. Well up in
Southeastern Conference standing,
the Georgia five will present a
strong defensive aggregation led
by Captain Charlie Harold. Frank
Johnson, Bulldog sharpshooter,
remembered for his sensational
goal tallying of a year ago will
be sorely missed. The Georgia
guards will find Clemson's Big
Bryce an able hardwood artist.
Other Tiger luminaries are Cheves, Kitchens, Jackson and Little
Bryce.
The Cadet boxing squad will
try a strong man act In fighting
two matches the same week. Just
back from the N C State fray,
they will take on the Bulldogs.
In the heavier weights Milton,
Isenberg and Stevens will represent Georgia.

DIRECTORY TO RE OUT
FED, 1 DESPITE DELAY
i *

Unforseen Holdups Prevent
Earlier Publication of
Annual Project

(Lovely Jane Whitney will
appear here at MioVWinters.
February 4-5, as featured;
singer with Johnny Hamp's'
orchestra. Although one of
the youngest rhythm-singers
in the business, Miss Whitney has had a distinguished
career since she first joined
Buddy Rogers' band at the
Roney-Plaza in Miami in
1934.

MUSIC-LOVERS ASKED
TO JOIN ASSOCIATION

Taking revenge for two defeats
last season, Georgia Tech's flashy
quintet defeated Clemson 51 to
13 in a one-sided game at Atlanta last night.
The Jackets, who were also
upset by the Tigers on the gridiron last fall, held the Clemson
five almost continually on the
defense. At the end of the half
they led by a score of 31 to 5.
Making unbelievable shots from
precarious positions, B. Jones led
the Tech attack with 17 points.
Jack Bryce, guard, led the Bengal scoring attack with a total
of 4 points. Other Tigers scoring in the contest were W. Bryce,
Cheves, Miller, and Kitchens.
Primed for the Tiger Quint
after two smarting losses last
season, the Yellow Jackets seized an early opportunity to score,
holding the locals scoreless during the first nine minutes of
play.
Tech ran in six substitutes during the game.

Law Students To
Form Association

Community Concert Group
Issues Membership Invitation to Students, ResiAmerican Association to Further Interest of Embryo
A Concert Community AssociaAttorney
tion being formed in Anderson is
being extended to include the
New York, N. Y. —(ACP) —
Clemson College area, according In order to deal more effectively
to Professor Ed. Freeman, local with legal, ethical, social and
chairman of the drive.
economic problems that confront
Similar to other concert organ- law school students, the Ameriizations in the state the Ander- can Law Students Association has
son Association is conducting a been formed by students from six
a week's campaign, with a limiteastern law schools.
ed membership of 1000 in view.
Institutions represented are CoThey have stated that the usual
lumbia University, New York Unprocedure of admission to the
iversity, St. John's University,
concerts will hold, in that no
extra individual tickets will be York City, and Harvard and
sold. The membership card is Yale.
Economic Difficulties
to be the sole means of admisChief
topic of interest for its
sion. January 23 is the deadline
for the sale of the memberships. members is the economic diffiAn executive committee com- culties that will be barriers for
posed of prominent Anderson mu- them as law clerks and young
However, no definite
sicians are to select three na- lawyers.
tionally known concert artists stand was taken on minimum
from a list to be supplied by the wages for law clerks.
The group has voted in favor
Columbia Concerts Corporation.
Officials of the local association of taking "adequate steps, in conhave promised that at least three junction with bar association, law
programs will be given, within school faculties, and other legal
the next three months, .probably groups, to improve the economic
in the Anderson High School Au- well-being of law students, law
clerks, and young attorneys."
ditorium.

Clemson College's annual Blue
Key student-faculty directory will
be in the hands of students and
professors by February 1. The
material has been ready for publication for some time but because of the excessive work at
the print shop the directory has
been held up.
This directory will be the third
of its kind to be put out by Blue
Key here.
The first one was
published under the co-editorshlp
of George Chaplin and Howard
Nottingham in 1935, and the
second in 1936 with Joe Kinard
and George Way serving as editors. The directory has found
its place in the student body and
is used many times a day in
looking up information on the
spur of the moment.
Not only was the publication
of this catalog delayed by the
printers, but because of the necessary room changes in occupying the new barracks information
on many of the students came in
very late. Editor Manly Rodgers
wishes to apologize for the tardiness since it was the desire of
the fraternity to have the book
By Earle Mazo
out before the Christmas holiMissing a train after an all
days.
night's wait and being humiliated
by the action of a leaky syrup
pot on his shiny new trunk, were
among Colonel C. W. Weeks' first
experiences as a ' commissioned
Munitions are like women. . . officer in the United States Army.
The Spanish American War
you can't live with them and
was over.
Weeks returned to
you can't live without them.
—Ward Nebraska with his regiment. After serving a year as acting ComI can look at you for five mandant at the University of Neminutes and all I get is a little braska, he received his comvariety, but you can look at me mission in the United States Arfor five minutes and learn some- my.
Weeks was to serve in the
thing.
—Daniel Phillipines. At least, his orders
were to that effect.
How, oh
Everyone Is crazy except you how, was he to to go to his post?
and me. . . And sometimes I'm His Second Lieutenant's pay suggested walking, but, then, the
very suspicious of you.
—Philpot dignity of his rank wouldn't per-

"Lieutenant" Weeks9 Pride Falls
Before Leaking Army Zip Pitcher

By Their Words

mit this "private's practice". Besides, his only other means of
travel, Dinah, his Mule, was
dead.
Transportation was the
burning question in the mind of
this young officer. Finally, after
days of mental torture, this fire
was extinguished. A friend informed him of the passing thru
his town of a troop train bound
for San Francisco.
'Twas a proud Lieutenant
Weeks that strode onto the platform, which served his town as
a station, that night at eight. His
made-to-order uniform actually
sparkled.
His large steamer
trunk bearing in unique colors
the name plate—SECNOD LIEUTENANT C. W. WEEKS, INFANTRY, UN1ITBD STATES AR(Continued on page two)

CIRCULATION 2500

Registration Will
Begin Monday
An erroneous story in THE
TIGER last week stated that
registration for upper classmen for second semester classes would begin Tuesday morning, February 2.
Although
this has been the custom in
past years, a change in policy
this year provides for the
registration of upperclassmen
on Monday. Freshmen will
begin signing up for classes
Saturday, January 30, and
will begin meeting classes on
Monday following exam week.

CLEMSON PROFESSOR
ON PROMOTION ROARD
Engineering Dean to Inspect
Georgia Tech, U. of
Term., and U. of Fla.
Professor S. B. Earle, Dean of
the Clemson College School of
Engineering, was recently appointed by the Society for Promotion of Engineering Education
and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers as representative on a committee of Seven
to examine and recommend for
accrediting all Engineering colleges in the Southeast.
Among the organizations having representation in the Engineering Conference for Professional Development, which has
been given aut'aority for examining and accrediting worthy engineering schools over the United
States are: ASCE, A. I Mining
and Metalurgy Engineers, ASME,
AIEE, AIChE, SPED, and National Council of State Boards
of Engineering Examiners.
Clemson Inspected
During the month of January,
the committee of which Dean
Earle is a member will examine
Georgia Tech, University of Fla.,
and the University of Tenn. The
other schools in the Southeast,
including Clemson, will be inspected by May.
Compton President
In carrying on this extensive
program of accrediting and disaccrediting, the ESPD has divided
the country into sections.
In
each section, a group of the leading engineers representing each
of the societies in the ESPD band
into a committee of examiners.
Dr. Compton, president of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has been named chairman
of the entire activities.
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EXAMINATION PERIOD
REGINS ON SATURDAY
UNDER NEW SYSTEM
College Registrar Announces
Introduction of Non-Conflict Finals Schedule
MINIMUM CONFLICTS
The final gun of Clemson's
first semester will sound Saturday as the seven-day examination period opens.
Operating under a new system
this year, students will find their
quizzes spread over the entire
period, and few conflicts will mar
the examination schedule. Three
exam periods a day will replace
the two periods formerly used.
No Holiday
Students will be free to leave
the campus after their last exam
next week but must return in
time to register Monday. Freshmen will begin their registration
Saturday and will meet their first
classes Monday as upper-classmen
sign up for second semester classes.
According to an announcement
from Col. C. W. Weeks, commandant, students will not be
granted permits to leave the college before exams begin except
in cases of absolute necessity.
Although many students do not
have examinations scheduled until the latter paTt of next week,
they are expected to remain at
the college until after the last
exam.
.
'
Registration Tuesday
Registration for upperclassm an
last year did not begin until
Tuesday, but the practice of
granting a short holiday between
semesters was suspended this
year because of the extra days
added to the Christmas holidays.

MANY HEAR MUSICAL
PROGRAMSJY GROUP
Student Music Group Presents Carnegie Set to
Large Audiences Here

Continuing their excellent policy of presenting the popular aspect of classical music to, an ever
increasing audience, the Student
Music Group has selected for the
program to be held tomorrow at
6:30 p. m., a series of diversified popular selections.
Included in the presentation
wil
l De "Triumphal March" from
Verdi's Aida and two movements
from Rimsky-Korsakow's Scheherazade.
Both pieces, as are
©1* AnnOlinCCS a11 the selections of the program,
are vivid in their emotional ap-

Coop
Ag School Prizepeal
Dean H. P. Cooper announced
that at the monthly meeting of
the faculty of the School of Agriculture held Monday, it was
decided to make an annual award of a substantial prize to
the outstanding member of the
Senior Class majoring in agriculture. This prize will be provided
by the agricultural faculty and
will be on the basis of scholarship with the aim of encouraging greater scholastic attainment
among agricultural students.
Although the value of extracurricula activities is recognized
by every one, it is the feeling of
the agricultural faculty that
some definite encouragement of
excellence in scholarship should
be offered. The first award will
be made at commencement next
June so that this year's senior
class will have an opportunity to
compete for the prize.

Music Exppesslve

One feels rather than hears in
the clashing cymballs, rolling
drums, and throbbing music, the
triumph of the Egyptian troops
as they enter Thebes with the
Spoils of their victories.
In
Scheherezade impressions of dancers spinning in wild ecstacy and
of the heavily perfumed atmosphere of the languorous shift suddenly to a raging, wind-torn sea
sweeping the decks of Sinbad's
ship and crashing it against the
jagged rocks of a barren shore.
Truly, music is the picture book
of sound.

ECONOMICS GRADUATE
RETURNS TO CAMPUS
R. W. Roberts, '34, who is now
taking graduate work in agricultural economics and rural sociology at Colorado State College,
Fort Collins, Colo., was on the
campus recently to visit friends.
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BULLING IS GLORIFIED
BY COFFEE-DRINKING
PRESBYTERIAN PROFS
P.

C.
Faculty
Member's
Dream Rosy Dreams in
Clinton Restaurants

PRIME PRESS-AGENTRY

7 wo Manuscripts
For G.A.M.
Through an error in an article published in THE TIGER last week, it was stated
that only one manuscript was
required for submission for
ntrance into Gamma Alpha
Mu, honor English fraternity.
The story should have stated
that a minimum of two manuscripts are required.
The
writer may turn in as many
articles as he wishes, but
there must be at least two.

(By Associated Collegiate Press)
Clinton, 8. Car.—Conceived In
the diverse but uniformly curious
minds of six people, born in the
steam rising from cups of hot
coffee, and nurtured in.^the aTOmatic odor of black Java, a
touch of Eighteenth Century England has come to life on the
Presbyterian College campus.
Around the tables of London's
(Continued from page one)
Coffee Houses in the Eighteenth
Century there gathered a group MY—was an object of much conof men who mixed philosophy cern as he constantly cautioned
with travel, stirred in a great the lone Negro station porter and
deal of literature and a pinch of maneuvered the handling of that
criticism, spiced the whole with trunk as though it were a regisarcasm, and having springled ment on a battlefield.
well with mathematics, brought
Nine o'clock dame. Ten, elevthe mess to a brew in their in- en, twelve, and one passed. Two,
quisitive minds and drank deep- three, four, five— Lieutenant
ly thereof.
Weeks awoke with a start as the
Follow Johnson
first troop train steamed up in
The most authentic and in- preparation for departure. With
teresting chronicle of their do- one hounding leap, he was aings is in Boswell's Life of John- board. The wheels creaked and
son, and for this reason Presby- began rolling—his trunk!
He
terian College's aanchronic group had forgotten his trunk! Jumpcalls itself the Boswellian Club. ing from the train, he virtually
Every night, between 8:00 flew for his prize, but, alas, it
and 11:00, they gather in the was too late.
The train had
Science Hall of the college, and disappeared around a bend.
then fare forth into their night
Later the second of this group
life, which consists of walking |Qf trooperg rolled intQ tMs~littfe
up town to a cafe where they Nebragka town
Waiting for no
always sit down at the same ta instructions, Weeks threw his
ible, order coffee, light cigarettes trunk on the first car within his
and withdraw themselves into reach then bounded into the secanother world.
ond.
Ah! Some say that his
Conversation is no lost art sigh of relief actually shook the
with them. They run the gamut rails within a mile's radius.
of the sciences, solve great pro(Not until the train backed Inblems in the fields of arts, quote to the railroad yards at San
voluminously from the poets, Francisco did our hero again
delve into the mysteries of meta- bring to mind the fate of his
physics and theology, discuss po- beloved posession.
"Where is
litics and Aristotle in the same my trunk?" asked the Lieutenibreath and even take a stab at ant.
Either none heard, none
Einstein whom one of them cared, or none knew for he reknows personally.
ceived no reply.
Later, while
Varied Tastes
passing through the kitchen car,
Widely varied are they in (more appropriately called the
tastes—in literature they range mess car) he noticed an ancient,
from extreme classicism to the dilapidated, syrup pot resting
deepest of deep-died Romanti- peacefully an an object that
cism—but even more widely var- caught his eye. His trunk! The
ied are they in origin. There is syrup (probably some distant rein their
group a professor of lation to our own mess hall zip)
biology from Harvard who is was slowly winding its way over
husily writing a history of that the beautiful lettering. Imagine,
science. The University of Wis- LIEUTENANT
WEEKS
being
consin has yielded up a profes- smeared with zip! First indigsor of physics who was born in nation, then bitter anger seized
Missouri and raised in Kansas the recipiant of this "raw deal".
and somewhere along the line, The idea of a lowly cook's helper
picked up a barbed wit. Prince- being base enough to use the
ton forgot its football long e- property of a commissioned offinough to contribute a professor cer in the army for a tool, acted
of English literature who has as fuel to his fury. Second Lieubeen surpassed in romantic feel- 'tenant Wteeks blurted out his
ing only by some nineteenth cen- first official damning to all cooks,
tury lyric poets.
cook's helpers, mess cars, trunks,
William and Mary and the second cousins, fancy printing,
Medical College of Virginia con- the Phillipines, and himself in the
tributed the only female member hours following the finding of his
of the group—The Boswellians, trunk.
remebering their 18 th century
With the soap box containing
terminology insist that she be
known only as the female mam- his usable property, under one
ber". She is the most universal arm and a volume of "How To
in her interests for she has stu- Keep From Becoming a Nervous
died psychiatry, medicine, and Wreck" in the other, Lieutenant
Shakespeare.
Presbyterian Col- Weeks sadly climbed the gangplank and boarded the transport
lege itself contributed the two
remaining members of the group: ship at San Francisco. His trunk
gone the way of all good things;
One is from Indiana and was his dignity a bit tantalized; his
probably the greatest track man brand-new uniform badly in need
tbat South Carolina has seen and
of pressing—He swore by the
is now interested in the develop- Gods of war, peace, sleep, and
ment of the civilizations of the
cookery that mess-cars and Army
world but makes his living as rip were inventions of the devil—
field secretary of the college. The made purposely to taunt Uncle
other is a native South CarolinSam's young hopefuls.
ian. The author of several pulp
paper magazine stories which he
sold while he was an under graduate, he is now dreaming and
writing on a novel while he
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
earns his coffee as publicity diDURHAM. N. C.
rector of the college.
Four terms of 11 weeks are givA strange group they form, en each year. These may be takthese heterogenous minds, as en consecutively (graduation in
they sip their fifth or sixth cup 3 1/4 years) or 3 terms may be
of coffee and let their philoso- taken each year (graduation in 4
phies "rush in where angels fear years).
The entrance require
to tread".
ments are intelligence, character
and at least two years of college
iNo man can be cheated out of work, including the subjects spean honorable career in life unless cified for Grade A Medical
be cheats himself.
Believe in Schools.
Catalogues and appliyour capabilities and you will not
cation forms may be obtained
be cheated.—Emerson.

LIEUTENANT BAFFLED
BY TRANSPORT TRAIN
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Twelve Agricultural Profs to Give
Papers at Four-day Nashville Meet
Dean H. P. Cooper Heads
List of Local Delegation
to SAWA Conference
A number of papers will be
presented by members of the agricultural faculty at the meeting
of the Southern Agricultural
Workers Association to be held
in Nashville, Tennessee, February 2 to 5. The papers to be
given include the following:
A discussion of "Crops" under
the general topic "A Land Use
Program for the South" by Dean
H. P. Cooper; "Problems of Resettlement in Relation to the Various Governmental Units" by
Prof. G. H. Aull; "A Population
Policy for the South" by Prof.
B. O. Williams; "Testing for Mustitis" by Professor J. P. LaMaster; "Some Results of Sprouit
Production of the Costa Rico
Sweet Potato" by Dr. J. B. Edmond; "Physiological Studies of
the Bura Lima Bean" by Prof.
F. S. Andrews; and "Minerals in
Poultry Rations" by Prof. C. L.
Morgan. ! Dr. G. M. Armstrong
will preside at a regional cotton disease conference. Dr. W.
R. Paden of the Experiment Station Staff will present a paper
entitled "The Efficiency of Organic and Inorganic Nitrogenous
Fertilizers for Major Crops. Superintendent E. D. Kyzer, of the
Experiment Station will discuss
"Pasturing Woodland in Relation to Timber Production" and
J. M. Jenkins, Jr., of the Truck
Experiment Station, will present
a paper on "Cold Resistance in
Certain Cabbage Selections."

CIVIC CLUBJECENTLY
STARTED ON CAMPUS
BREARLEY WRITES ON BY COMMUNITY FOLK
S. C. MARITAL LAWS ^te'w^T

...
_,
...
munity Projects Planned
(jreenville Paper Publishes
Recently there has been orArticle by Local Psychganized on the campusi the Felcology Prof
lowship Club, a community civic
In an article appearing recent- club for the purpose of bettering
ly in the Greenville Piedmont, the welfare of the community.
Dr. H. C. Brearley, head of the It was organized with the view
of furthering worthy community
department of Psychology and
Sociology here, discussed the reg- projects by the interchange of
The
ulation of marriage in South ideas between members.
membership is limited to sixty
Carolina.
members chosen from all lines
Dr. Brearley, the author of a of activities at Clemson, every
book on homicide and numerous field of endeavor being reprearticles in professional journals, sented.
summarized the South Carolina
Officers of the Fellowship
laws pertaining to marriages and
discussed the attitudes many peo- and J. Roy Cooper, secretaryple have taken toward the holy Club are B. E. Goodale, president: J. E. Ward, vice president,
state of matrimony.
treasurer. Col. C. W. Weeks is
Publishes Book
During the summer, as co-au- chairman qf the program comthor, the psychologist compiled mittee: Dr. D. C. Sheldon is
of the
membership
facts concerning the social pro- chairman
blems in South Carolina. These committee.
The first regular meeting of
facts were assimilated and published in book form by the di- the club was held (Tuesday evenvision of adult education of the ing January 5 th: meetings are
state department of education held twice monthly on the first
under the title, "Facing Facts' and third Tuesday evenings of
each month.
in South Carolina." The books
ooc 30C :>oc :>oc 3
are now in use as supplementary
material by the classes in Sociology at Clemson.
^For Meals, Short Orders^
Financial difficulties in 1892 "|
and Sandwiches
kept the University of Wichita
If we 'ain't' got it, and
from becoming the Vassar of the oyou want it, we'll git it
west.
30C OOC
(
>o<"
<
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o
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COLLEGE DEAN SPEAKS
AT ANNIVERSARY MEE1
Recently speaking before the
Anderson County Teachers Association, Dr. D. W. Daniel, Dean
of the School of General Science,
addressed a meeting honoring the
one hundred and seventy-first anniversary of the German Friendly
Society in Charleston last night.
Today, Dr. Daniel will travel
to North Carolina where he will
speak at the Annual Ladies Night
of the Rotary Club to be held in
Gastonia this evening.

Clemson <3rilli
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"From a Snack to a Banquet"
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YES, A SEA-SHELL IN THOSE SHARKPIPE. THE NATIVES INFESTED WATERS.'
DIVE FOR THE
THEY SURELV MUST

CURIOUS
SOUTH SEA PIPE
YOUR ANSWER IS PRINCE ALBERT. ITS'CRlMP CUT'
FOR COOLNESS. THOSE WAVY PARTICLES PACK
SNUGLY IN YOUR PIPE
BURN SLOWLY
t'-t I SMOKE COOLER

giopjiii

z

ANOTHER THINS YOU'LL IT'S GREAT JUDGE/
I'M SMOWNS
ENJOY ABOUT RA.-IT
PRINCE ALBERT
DOESN'T BITE
THE TONGUE
J
FOR KEEPS/ y

FKINCE ALBERT MEANS PRINCELY SMOKING-,
MEN. EA. IS CHOICE, MILP TOBACCO, 'CRIMP
CUT'FOK COOLNESS, ANP HAS THE *BITE'
REMOVEP B/ A SPECIAL VROCE6S. IT'S THE
WORLP'S LARGEST- SELLING- PIPE TOBACCO !

DUKE UNIVERSITY

PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
1

tj'c^rM.RCUTjB

LONG;.BU'RNING;PI?E!AND
'.ci'GARETfE'fpBACC'O;!!:

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.

(Signed) iv.
R. u.
J. *\.t.
REYNOLDS
\L>igneaj
* n\si^is^> TOBACCO
* v«.r«,

lopr., 1937, R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.

5^

50

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-ounce tin
of Prince Albert

COMPANY

ilem, North Carolina
Winston-Salem

PRINCE ALBERT

THE NATIONAL
JOY SMOKE

0
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REPRIEVE
ALREADY THE MIDNIGHT OIL blazes brightly as students prepare for the
semi-annual undergraduate horror, exams.
Educators tell us that it shouldn't be a
a horror, that any student with anything
like a decent amount of preparation
shouldn't fear exams, and that only students who would fail anyway have anything to worry about. But it's still an
or'deal and its likely to remain one until the
millenium when all students will be serious
and all exams will be aboislhed.
At Clemson this year part of the worry and bother of exams has been reduced,
and we at least have that to be thankful
for. The new system instituted this semester virtually abolishes conflicts and reduces
to a minimum the chances of having more
than two examinations on one day. The
ol'd terror of three, or even four conflicting
examinations in one short day is definitely
gone; it can't possibly occur under the new
system.
And a sigh of relief goes up
from students who have experienced that
situation before, for no matter what is said
on the subject, exams are still gruelling
experiences to the majority of us.
The registrar and the faculty committee are to be congratulated on instituting
a new examination schedule, and thus
lightening the heaviest load the undergraduate bears.
BUGABOO
SINCE THE FOUNDING of institutions of higher learning, the problem of
devising the best methods of preparing for
examinations has taxed the mentality of
both scholar and pedagogue. The bugaboo
of all efforts to successfully solve the problem has been the practice of cramming.
Condemted by educators as a last resort for
the student, pronounced as a serious health
menace by learned savants, and scorned
by certain scholars, cramming has defied
all citicism an(d is rapidly gaining acceptance as one of the finer arts in the collegiate world.
Repeatedly confronted with statements to the effect that cramming is harmful and of no avail, students have become
prone to readily accept a rapidly spreading theory that a good night's sleep or a
picture show is the best preparation for
any exam. Even those who cram, or make
concentrated reviews of a subject, do so
with a feeling of practicing something illegal or highly injurious to their health.
Findings of psychologists have revealed
conclusively that cramming in itself is not
harmful, and, if properly practiced, can
be of untold benefit to a student—even the
so-called model pupils.
In view of this evidence, we offer the
suggestion that instead of attempting to
do a semester's work in a night or attempting to pass a year's work without
making an effort to review his subject, that
the student solve his exam problems by
supplementing an average semester s work
with a systematic, concentrated bit ot
cramming.
_T r W

THE HARD WAY
ANOTHER SEMESTER ENDS and still
the class-cut system needs changes. When
cuts were introduced here several years
ago, it was understood that the original
plan was by no means permanent, that
changes would be instituted as the need
for them arose. Since then the system
has been changed until now it is hardly
recognizable as the original. But it is still
far from perfect.
Today there is almost as much red
tape connected with cutting a class as
there was in the beginning. The rules are
so complex and involved that few students
have ever bothered to even read them,
much less to momorize them. It does seem
that a much more simple and effective
system could be instituted. As it is now
most students cut a class and hope for the
best; if they aren't called up to see the
registrar they figure it was all right and
cut another one.
The main bone of contention is the
pre-holiday and week-end clause in the
regulations. The holiday clause is necessary to prevent the complete disruption of
classes before vacations begin, but is the
week-end regulation really necessary. Few
men rate enough cuts to take many full
full days off, but it does seem that they
should be allowed t<wio so if they care to
take them that way. A class missed on
Friflay or Monday isn't much different
from one- missed on Wednesday.
Too, more could be allowed, we believe,
without seriously damaging anyone'ls
scholastic standing. The experience with
optional class attendance for the men with
top grades has been very successful, and
we believe that a more liberal allowance
for others would be equally successful.
Certainly juniors and seniors are old
enough to know when they should go to
class.
Anyway, even if no changes are made,
the system should be sirrplified and some
of the superfluous regulations dropped.
CAUTIOUS APPLAUSE
Clemson's gift from the South Carolina Legislative body last year sent widespread glee throughout the state in the
realization that she was at last to get her
long needeld Agricultural Hall and a new
dormitory to house the ever-increasing student body. This year an effort is being
launched to secure a similar loan from the
Federal Government for the purpose of
erecting a new Textile building and a hospital on the campus.
Quoting the Greenville News, we too,
say, "gratifying to the citizenship of the
state will be the movements of both houses of the General Assembly for the appointment of joint committees to work for
an expedious handling of the business of
the session and early adjournment.
It is well, of course, not to permit
one's hopes to be raised to too high a pitch
over such evidences of a 'desire for a short
session. This is a new legislature and the
proverb has something to say about the
new broom. Hope springs eternal in the
human breast, and hence guarded and cautious applause is perhaps in order for
these present demonstrations."

Collegiate Press
By B. N. Skardon
"A rambling wreck from Georgia Tech." No
truer words were ever spoken when the ramblingest of Georgia Tech's rambling wrecks, paraded before their student body during a recent Pep
meeting. The winner was indee a wreck to be
proud of. The main part of the car consisted of
a 1903 single chain drive model, powered by the
latest in one-cylinder engines. The stream-lined
fenders were cut away at rakish angles to the
running board, and the radiator soils stood out
bold and bare in front to absorb the cooling wind,
but this not not enough evidently, for a spray
gun was used throughout the perilious trip.
SS3Hd 31VID3T10D

'

Before a certain Purdue University professor accepted a bet challenge on the; outcome of the IndianaPurdui game, sent to him by a fellow professor at
Indiana University, he dug up statistics showing that
Purdue had won the majority of games, he watched
the team at practice1, and consulted the athletic directors. Feeling sure that Purdue would win on the
basis of all the substantiation, he mailed his acceptance
to the Indiana professor.
When the game ended in a tie, both professors
breathed more easily and re-pocketed their respective
nickels.
COT.I.EGIATE PRESS

From the TULANE HULLABALOO comes
the information that the textbooks in Tulane are
there has been placed on texts among other things,
definitely putting them on the luxury lists.
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Talk Of The Town
APOLOGY
Probably most of you just set
it down as some more of our
gibberish, but we're really awfully sorry about our lead paragraph's not making sense ilast
week.
Not that many of our
paragraphs make much sense at
any time, but last week's was a
perfect 'blank. You see we wrote
in reference to a story which we
were pretty sure would be in the
paper somewhere, hut somehow
it got left out and our little masterpiece was left high and dry.
It should be in the paper somewhere this week and in case anybody really cares it will probably
explain our amazing subtlety. It,
in case you have forgotten, will
be about some faculty members
at P. 'C. who have organized a
coffee land conversation club.
TALK OF THE TOWN

MYSTERY
We've got a small problem of
our own too. Practically anybody
will tell you that our mind has
never been any too rational, and
the steady rain of the last three
weeks has worn us away nearly
to the breaking point. And to
top it all off some thoughtful
soul has gotten the hahit of clipping odd coupons out of magazines, signing our name and address to them, and mailing them
merrily off to the manufacturers.
I£ began a couple of weeks ago
when we got a letter addressed
to us as "Production Manager,
The (Clemson Company" which
advised us that an engineer would
be calling on us soon to talk
specifications for a Hortonspheroid, which, as nearly as we can
gather, is a twenty-thousand gallon tank for the storing of liquids.
Since then the correspondence has been increasing until the post-office people have to
use main force to get that personal post card we receive bimonthly into our P. O. box. Today, for instance, we got a catalog from the National College of
Massage and Physio-Therapy, a
magazine from the Gilbert Toy
Manufacturing Company, an illustrated catalog from the Barre
Granite people who make tombstones, and a card from the Kalamazoo (so .help us) Stove Company advising us that their new
catalog is being sent to us at
once. We haven't heen back to
the P. O. since and somehow we
have our doubts if we ever go
near the place again. We would
not be at all surprised if we
pulled a rabbit out of the box
next trip.
TALK OF THE TOWN

DESTINY
Just getting all those catalogs
once wouldn't he so bad, but
the kind of people who send
them will never give up. We can
laugh, ha, ha, with the hest of
them up to a point but we hate
to think of being haunted for the
rest of our life hy a bunch of
tomb-stone manufacturers.
And
already we can see hy the address
on the letters that our name has
been graven, if not on their
hearts, on an addressograph
plate. We knew a man once who
got mixed up somehow with the
Olson (Rug/ people and never escaped.
He changed his name
and moved to Lithuania but the
catalogs kept trailing him until
he finally went stark staring mad
and ended up by buying one. And,
damn it, we don't want a tombstone .
EXTRAVAGANZA
Blue Key, bless its heart, is
considering putting on a musical
comedy and we're very glad to
hear of it. If there's anything this
campus needs it is to have some
of the local talent tread the
boards, even if it's in a musical
They used to do things like that
around here, we even remember
hearing of a Shakespearean production in the good old days, but
within the memories of the present seniors there hasn't been
anything of that sort done by the
students. A few imported productions from other colleges have
smelled up the auditorium, hut
nothing worthwhile, either local
or imported, has been done here
in a long time. We are sure that
there's enough talent around the
place to produce a really credi-

—that Mary Johnson is having a
tough time explaining to all those
Winthrop femmes how she managed to nve m Anderson tor all
luese years anu never gee mentioned in uscar once, and that
sues leading ofl' tnis week by
special request.
'

OSCAR SATS

—that Soph. H'dott wears the student crown this week for that
permit he sent in to go home to
see a new addition to the family,
and that maybe the Col. would
have consented if he had been
more definite about the birthday
party.
OSCAR SATS

—that little Kat Lemon of Converse can get started telling the
girls that she will be on hand
tor Mid-winters, because Oscar
overheard Warren and Shell making some arrangemetns, and that
he promises to let her know as
soon as he finds out something
definite.
OSCAR SAYS

—that the delay of the movie
down n the EE department was
caused by S. Philbert Phil-pot's
getting lost in a roll of film with
the key.
OSCAR SATS

—that exams are practically upon
us and that Oscar wants to take
this oportunity to advise the boys
against typing them like Wolfe
did last year or handing them in
like Duck Boozer did.
OSCAR SAYS

—that it seems he pressed the
button when he started this V-8
Lewis and Rachel of Converse
rumor, and that he surely hopes
that Helen of Columbia is still
watching the Fords go by.
OSCAR SAYS

— that J. Nebitt Berry swears
he didn't write all those letters
to Converse—and all the girls
who got them swear they aren't
coming to Mid-Winters anyway.
OSCAR SAYS

—that the Kampus Keyhole bowrat has finally been kicked out of
Clemson too, and he hopes the
next copy-writer will know somebody beside the Whizbrigadier
staff.
-OSCAR SATS-

—that you can quit looking for
the junior staff at those weekend
socials any more since the new
order about cits came out and
stripes are no longer at a premium.
OSCAR SAYS

—that he is pleased to report
that little Cecil White has been
a good boy for another week and
Oscar is just about to let him off
probation if this keeps up.
TALK OF THE TOWN

__that he can hardly wait for,
that tea-dance so he can go and
be able to see everything without
having to report anything.
TALK OF THE TOWN

--that the Whizbrigadier will be
a trifle late this week because
entire staff has layed aside its
scissors in order to make out
skinners for exams.
-OSCAB SATS-

__that Oscar is approaching E.
Descombe Wells with a proposition to use all the candid camearmen on the campus to help him
put out an illustrated column
covering the entire weekend of
Mid-win'ters, and that you can
consider that a warning.
(Continued on page four)
table musical farce, although we
would be the first to get cynical
about any amateurs attempting
heavy drama. We've heard some
very good voices in the showers
here and there, and we roomed
under a guy our sophomore year
who was a very good tap-dancer
(appologies, Wilk). The literary
societies must be training their
members for something, and we
even remember doing some emoting ourselves when we were in
Prof. Lane's drama class. There
is no reason why Blue Key can't
put on a good show while they're
at it, but even if they don't, they
get one of our best bouquets for
even attempting it.

.V
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RHODES WILL LEAVE
FOR NATIONAL MEET
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Oscar Says

(Continued from page three)

FOUR

Local Music Club Is Inducted Into
Mu Beta Psi by N. C. State Students

OSCAR SAYS

that he can't understand how EXTENSION SERVICE IS
To Make Arrangements with those people up at Winthrop ColSURVEYING STATE MILLS
lege could have gone so far as
" U. S. C. For Meeting
to thorw such popular boys as
in Columbia
The Extension Service is conClayton and Speer out of the col- ducting a survey among cotton
Professor S. R. Rhodes of the lege unless there's a better rea- mills of this state to determine
Clemson School of Electrical En- son than he can print hehind it. if there has been any change in
-OSCAR SATSgineering, will leave January 24
recent years in the type of cotton
to attend the Annual Winter
that he has heard from sources demanded by Southeastern mills.
Convention of the American In- higher than Allen and Bertram
Findings from this survey may
stitute of Electrical Engineers in (and that ain't so high) that have a bearing on the extension
the forthcoming effort is the last program for cotton experimental
New York.
While in New York, Professor of the Whizbrigadie rand he cer- work.
Rhodes, with Professor Ball of tainly hopes the boys will strain
the University of South Carolina, a point and take advantage of
that Tom (I'm an architect
will make final arrangements for their last opportunity to print a too) Stanley evidently didn't like
the meeting of the South Caro- clean joke.
the "Handsome" phrase used
OSCAR SAYS
lina AIEE to he held in Columlast week, but Oscar has an eye
taht Kent Segars is cutting a on the little hrat even 'tho he
bia in February for organization
wide swath with the aid of King is always on good behavior.
of a South Carolina Chapter.
Kong Bryant in the winterland
OSCAR SAYS
—
To Attend Conference
As a member of the AIEE beyond Liberty and that you'd be
that F. Douglas Patterson is
committee on Education, Prof. surprised how many of the farm- all agog lately since he was unanRhodes intends attending a num- er's daughters out there think imously elected sponsor of the
ber of important conferences they are traveling salesmen.
girl's basketball team at the CenOSCAR SAYS
dealing with Engineering Educatral Cotton Mill.
that R. Sims Camphell finished
tion.
wearing out his second set of
The AmhuTst College Glee club
Three Midland College girls times between here and Green- is one of the oldest college glee
have scraped clean the busts of ville last week and now the gal clubs in the country, having had
Benjamin Franklin and William has started coming over here to about 70 years of continuous consee him.
cert Work.
aa
Shakec,T,"!<Te.

H0LT2Y ANNOUNCES
SWIMMINGJGHEDULE

Members of North Carolina State Meet to be Held During
Chapter of National MuLast Week of February;
sic Fraternity Conduct
Locals are Champs
Initiation Here
The swimming team, under the
A degree team from North Car- direction of P. B. Holtzendorff,
olina State College composed of is rapidly rounding into shape
Mr. Kutchinsky, Musical director for the season. Jimmie Hunter,
of North Carolina State Schools, Henry Bacot, George Durban, Edand four members of the N. C. die Heikilla form the nucleus for
State chapter conducted the for- this year's team.
mal initiation of the Clemson
Swimming meets have been
College Music Club into Bu Beta scheduled with the University of
Psi, national honorary music fra- Florida at Clemson and at Gainsternity, January 16.
ville, Fla. Tentative dates with
Mu Beta Psi was organized In Georgia Tech, Emory, Univerthe United States for the purpose sity of Georgia, AUDUrn> Citadel,
of promoting a closer fellowship and Furman are still to be defamong musicians in the colleges initely confirmed.
and to advance music, in their
State Meet Set
schools, to its proper place as an
The tate meet for the swimeducational subject.
The four ming championship will be held
classes of membership include in Greenville or Clinton the last
active, associate, alumni, and week in February. ConfereSce
meets will be at Lexington, Va.,
honorary.
In carrying out their programs on March 4 and 5.
in their respective institutions,
the chapters of Mu Beta Psi musical appreciation and advansponsor such activities as sym- cement.
phony orchestras, mixed choruses,
glee clubs, bands, and classes in
Patronize Tiger Advertisers

Foi Digestion's Sake—Smoke Camels
Digestion often needs Camel's aid too!

BIG ASSIGNMENTS
(right) don't seem so hard
with Camels! For Camels
ease the strain, stimulate
digestion, and add to your
sense of well-being. Make
Camels a regular part of
your dining. Get a "lift"
in energy with a Camel—
they never get on your
nerves, or tire your taste.

fHH

OFTEN during a hard, tiring day, smokers pause
to get a "lift" in energy with a Camel. And at
mealtimes, Camels offer a helping hand to good
digestion. They help you to enjoy your food more.
And Camels increase the flow of digestive fluids—
alkaline digestive fluids—so vital to a sense of wellbeing. Make every meal more zestful—more pleasant
—by smoking Camels. With their matchless mildness, Camels are better for steady smoking.
Copyright, 1937. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Wlnston-Smlem, N. C.
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SPORTS

BOB CHEVES
Sports Editor

from

OTIS MORGAN
Asst. Sports Editor

LOGAL SOCCER TEAM Bengal Pugilists Make Debut Tonight
In Raleigh Against N. C. Wolfpack
LOSES CLOSE MATCH
For Tonight Includes
TO ASHEVILLE, 3 TO 1 TIGER QUINTET OPENS Roster
Five Men Who Fight
Tigers Defeated Twice So
First Varsity Battle
Far; Sports Review HonSEASON
WITH
VICTORY
Coach Bob Jones, Manager
ors 1936 Team

"ttia

n€$$ box

The Tiger winter sports season will get underway
c in full swing this Saturday night at the Field House
when the first double-bill of the year; will be staged. The
Bengal basket-tossers will engage the University of Georgia five in the curtain-raiser with the two schools sched- The Clemson Tiger soccer team Locals Down Wofford 38-31
In Opening Home Game;
« uled to go on the program immediately after the final oepned its 1937 season losing to
Jack Bryce Stars
whstle.
The Asheville School by a score

FOOTBALL
(Although boxing and basketVball are the reigning sports at
present, there is some talk about
the kings of sports, football.
Spring football practice is slated
fto start around the first of February; so the gridiron stars have
only a short time remaining before they begi nreporting for
the daily grind. Another added
attraction is the annual football
banquet to be held this Friday
night at which time a captain
will be elected to lead the 193 7
".Bengal football edition.
There
has been much speculation as to
who will he awarded this coveted
position, since there are a num-ber of possible nominees. The
Hamilton Trophy will also be
presented at this time to the
player who last season was the
^most valuable in the estimation
of his teammates. This award
was made possible through the
courtesy of Dr. R. G. Hamilton
of Columbia, and was on display
"*at I.. C. Martin's Drug Store during the football season.
THE OLD JINX
Injuries have again been in
•* evidence among the Tiger athletes, both on the basketball and
hoxing team.
Dooley Dawson,
brother to Bubber, has been incapacitated and may not be able
, to fight tonight against N. C.
State. "Wild Bill" Caldwell, a
sophomore forward, has been layed np with a hand injury since
"'the holidays, and it is not known
when he'll be ready for service
again.
Ed Kitchens and Dick
Miller are not in the best of
t;
"*hape as teh result of minor injuries.
BOXING
It looks like another banner
pugs behind the
#year for the
guiding hand of Coach Bob Jones. All indications point to another State championship. They
open their season tonight against
N. C. State at Raleigh, and we
expect to come through with
flying colors.
Let's hope that
none of the boxers are hurt, for
Hhey will have to clmb back in
the ring Saturday night to fight
the Georgia Bulldogs. It is not
.known who will get the call to
light tonight, but we expect they
will line-up something like this:
GoTdon, Brailsford, Dukes, Jones,
Dora, Cason, McConnell, and Coyington, Murray, letterman from
last year, should get the call if
he meets the weight requirements.

FIVE

of 3 to 1 at the winner's home
LITTLE BENGAL TEAM field.
It was the secodn game
the Tigers have lost this year.
Otehr games have been scheDOWNS TERRIER QUINT duled
with Furman, Davidson,
Freshman Team Emerges
Victor in Asheville Mills
and Asheville High
Games

Coming along well up to advance expectations of Coach Bill
Dillard, the Clemson Freshman
basketball team won three games
from various opopnents during
the last week, all by decisive
scores. They beat Abbeville Mills
by 43 to 19, Asheville High by
3 6 to 21, and the Wofford freshmen by 41 to 20.
To date, the little Bengals have
won four consecutive games, and
seem to live up to Bill Dillard's
earlier
prediction
that
they
should win all their games. MacFadden, the football star end,
has been high point scorer in
these first four games with Harris a good second. Other members of the regular team are
Worthington, Terry and Flathman, who, by the way, are all
football players.
Two players,
Moorman and Thomas have also
shown up very well and are pretty certain of playing a good bit
of the time.
The team as a
whole is big for a freshman team,
the height average being about
six feet one.

The Clemson basketeers opened their 1937 home season with
a 38-31 win over the Wofford
'Terriers last Friday night in a
Wogord and Presbyterian as soon game that never was in doubt
as the exam week expires. The after the opening few minutes of
_ i |
Tiger coach, Fred Kirchner, is play.
The Tiger offense and defense
now at work, in collaboration
with the coaches of the afore- t clicked for the first tinie this
menitoned schools in an effort to 'season as they held the Spartanmake up a soccer league com- burg team to two field goals the
posed of at least four, and possi- first half while running up a tolby six teams from the states of tal of 21 points, led by SophoSouth Carolina and North Caro- more Jack Bryce who scored 8
lina. He is also at work trying of the total. Personal fouls play■to have soccer made a minor ed havoc with the Bengal five
sport at Clemson.
Duke Uni- the last half, since two of the
versity has instituted soccer as a starting line-up were eliminated
minor sport and for the season via the four-foul route. At this
of 1936 the Yale team members junction of the contest, the Terwere given major varsity letters riers started to perk up, and bein reward for thei, refforts in gan tossing the ball in the basket
coming through an undefeated from all angles, thus closing the
gap between the two teams.
season.
The line-up:
Clemson 38
Wofford 31
C. B. BARRE, 32, VISITS
F—Cheves,
6<
Kinard,
6
CAMPUS DURING XMAS F—Miller, 6
Lark, 5
Hodges, 9.
Mr. C. B. Barre, '32, recent grad- C—Bryce, W, 7
(3—.Bryce,
J.,
8
Cannon,
7
uate in the department of agricultuGunter, 0
ral economics, was a visitor on the G—Kitchens, 6
ISubs: Clemson, Magee 4, Crawcampus during the holidays. He is
now located in the department of ford, Carter, and Jackson 1;
agrcultural economics at Oklahoma Wofford, Pearson 1, Snyder 1,
and Ballenger 3.
A. and M. College.

Show Schedule

Friday and Saturday afternoon: "Tarzan Escapes",
with Johnny Weismuller &
Maureen O'Sullivan.
It's new—It's amazinjg—i
Took two years to produce.
Saturday: "We Who Are
About To Die", with Preston Foster, Ann Diuvrak, and
John Beal
Monday: "Cain and Mable" with Marion Davies,
Clark Gable, Allen Jenkins,
and Roscoe Karnes.
Tuesday: "Pigskin Parade" with Stuart Erwiin, Arline Judge, Johnnie Downs,
Betty Grable, Patsy Kelly,
Jack Haley, Dixie Dunbar &
Yacht Club Boys
Wednesday:
"Arizona
Mahoney" with Guy Kibbe
and Ann Dvorak.
Thursday: "Garden of
Allah" ~~~'
Friday and Saturday:
'"The Shop for the well
"The Great Zeigfield"
William Powell, Myrna Loy,
Groomed Cadet"
and Luise Rainer
In Bottom of 1st Barracks
The sensation of the sea
son with 300 girls.

Pike and Patterson

Bill Folk, and eight pugilists left
yesterday morning bound for Raleigh, North Carolina, where they
will make their 1937 debut tonight against the strong N. C.
State Red Terrors.
Graduation took its toll on
the Tiger squad, and the pugs
have been working earnestly for
the past month in an effort to
mould another formidable crew.
The fight roster tonight will probably find at least five men on
the Bengal list who have never
fought in a varsity scrap before.
The Wolfpack has already begun
competition this winter, and has
a victory to its credit over the
Carolina Gamecock whom it defeated in Raleigh last Saturday,
6-2.
The boxers will return Friday,
but will have only one day layover, for they will climb back
in the ring again Saturday night
when they face the Georgia Bulldogs 'here in the second half of
a double headed which finds the
basketeers facing the Red and
Black artists in the curtain-raiser.
If a potential Methuselah
were given the assignment of
drinking eight glasses of water
adily from the
new
varsity
swimming pool at Ohio State
University, he would consume all
the water—21,916 gallons, in
1,200 years.
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The Official College Book and Supply Store
Complete Line of College Stationery
College Jewelry-Pennants-Stickers-Novelties
o
RADIOS — Crosley - Fada — Priced Right
TERMS Reasonable If Desired

o

Sodas

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
■o- Sundaes -o- Sandwiches

A Wonderful Variety of Nationally Advertised Merchandise for You)
To Select From
THOSE

MID-WINTERS

Just Around the Corner

Get Set—See

STUDENT CHECKS CASHED—NO EXCHANGE CHARGED
V

Make Our Store Your Headquarters

HOKE SLOAN FOR TUXEDOS

OUR SERVICE TO YOU

AND EQUIPMENT

CHECK YOUR WEIGHT ON FREE SCALES
FREE EXPLANATION AND PERMIT BLANKS
WE SELL POSTAGE STAMPS

Dancing Pumps and Dance Sashes, Chatham Homespun Suits, Chalk Stripes, Crosby Square and Friendly Shoes, Interwoven Socks,
—Juniors and Seniors use your R.O.T.C. Credit

L
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NATION REPRESENTED Economics Leader
RY RHODESSCHOLARS Turns Journalist
Thirty-Two
United State
Schools to be Represented in Rhodes Scholarships
Swathmore, Pa.—Twenty-seven universities and colleges, representing every section of the
country, contributed the 1937
Rhodes Scholars-elect to Oxford
University. In announcing the
complete returns of the 32 scholars selecter, Dr. Frank Aydelotte, president of Swathmore
college and American Secretary
to the Rhodes Trustees, pointed
out that the distribution was
more wide-spread than in recent
years, only three universities or
colleges having more than one
scholar-elect.
Princeton University is represented by four scholars, nominated from Connecticut, Ohio, Texas and Missouri; Harvard by
two, from North Carolina and
Florida; and Swathmore college
by two, from Virginia and Maryland. Twenty-four other colleges
and universities supplied the other scholars.
Two-Year Grants
The scholarships represent an
annual stipend of 400 pounds
sterling for two years' study at
Oxford University, with the option of a third year's study if
their work warrants it. Founded
the scholarships are available to
3 2 men each year.

COLLEGE PREXY TALKS
AT ANDERSON MEETING

Davis Announces
Schedule

Professor Williams Writes
Chapter For W. P. A.
Monograph
Professor B. O. Williams, of
the department of agricultural
economics, has recently written
a chapter in a monograph published by the W.P.A. in Washington under the major authorship of Dr. T. J. Wofter, Jr., of
the University of North Carolina.
The title of the monograph is
"Tenant and Landlord on the
Cotton Plantation".
The chapter by Professor Williams is entitled "Mohility" and
deals with mobility among farmers throughout the South. This
monograph is being published by
the Federal government and a
copy will be placed in the local
library at an early date.

Mythical All-Star
Faculty Selected
Philadelphia, Pa. —(ACP)—
When sports writers had finished
their all-star picking, the University of Pennsylvania faculty took
advantage of the lull and did a
little choosing of its own account
—but not in the sports field.
Given the opportunity of voting for a mythical all-star faculty of 10 members from all the
history of the world and from
any field of knowledge and work,
faculty men and women of the
University of Pennsylvania selected Dr. Albert Einstein, Socrates,
Plato, Aristotle, Da Vinci, Shakespeare, Galileo, Newton, Darwin,
and Pasteur.
Dr. Einstein Is
the only living man included.

Dr. E. W. Sikes was the principal speaker at a meeting of .the
Anderson Lions Club held last
night at the John C. Calhoun Hotel in Anderson.
Yesterday being the anniver- If you have any Shoe Trouble
sary of the presidential inauguSEE CADET MELLETTE
ration, Dr. Sikes chose as his
Room 620
su'bject, The Presidency, in which
he spoke on the lives of the different presidents.

January 33—Georgia here
Jan. 30—P. C. at Clinton
Feb. 3—Furman at Greenville
Fed. 5—Carolina at Columbia
Feb., 9—N. C. State here
Feb. 13—*Citadel here
Feb. 13—Georgia at Athens
Feb. 15 & 16—Auburn here
Feb. 18—Wake Forest here
Feb. 30—Furman here
Feb. 33—Carolina here
Feb. 33—Wofford at Spartan^burg
/"Indicates double-header.
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YE CANNA GIE ME THOSE
I LL BUV MY OWN KIND
I KEN WHAT THEY DO...
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BLECKLEY'S DRY CLEANERS ft'

NAY NAY LAD
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Texas Gas and Oil

Dillard Shoe Shop
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STATION
Kelly Springfield Tires
EFFICIENT SERVICE
Judson Musselwhite, Mgr.
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New Variety of Spuds Found
That Is Expected to
<
Raise Grade

TIGER SERVICE
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Clemson Uniforms are Made By
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc.

RETTER POTATOES TO
RE RAISEDJN STATE
The Extension Service is undertaking to increase production
of marketable sweet potatoes.
There must be a larger crop in
this state of U.S. Ones if this
aim is to be accomplished.
Reports on one year's experimenting with sweet potatoes indicate that the variety to meet
the requirements has been found.
The name is Bugaryams and will
be put on the market as a special brand. The South Carolina
Sweet Potato Grower's Association is cooperating on this project.
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